
Solid Step Cote DIY Tub and Shower Kit

Solid Step Cote applies easily to a clear and virtually invisible finish and
works on all tubs and showers including porcelain, acrylic, fiberglass,
cast iron, ceramic and decorative tile.

Featuring Solid Step Cote 03 formula, this is a perfect solution for those
that require a slightly rougher texture than Solid Step Cote 02 and who
shower primarily as opposed to bathing.

Preparation:

The surface should be completely dry and free of dirt, debris and oil or grease prior to application. Thoroughly clean the
surface to be coated with water and a standard cleaner to remove dirt, dust and stains. Dry surface before applying
product.

Application:

1) Clean tub or shower surface thoroughly, making sure to remove any dirt or other contaminants.
2) Lightly shake contents of bottle.
3) Pour 1-2 oz. of product into provided paint tray. Swirl occasionally to mix aggregate.
4) Roll on to tub or shower surface gently and evenly with the provided roller (product is self-leveling).

*If applying two coats for greater durability and lifespan, allow 1st coat to dry to touch (15-20 minutes) before applying 2nd

coat.

5) Allow 3 hours drying time (at 75F and 50% relative humidity) before showering, 24 hours before bathing.

Do not apply at temperatures below 50° F or above 90° F.

Cleaning:

Clean your Solid Step Cote treated floor, tub or other surface as needed with a mop, sponge or nylon bristled brush
using water and any liquid household tub or shower cleaner.

DO NOT clean Solid Step Cote treated surfaces with highly abrasive tools such as Scouring Pads or Abrasive Sponges
. Abrasion will damage the surface of the coating, removing the non-slip textured aggregate and damaging the surface
appearance. DO NOT use Chemical Solvents to clean as they may dissolve the coating.

Coverage:

One 4 oz. kit will treat 1 standard sized tub, one 8 oz. kit treats 2 standard tubs or 1 large walk-in shower with a 2-coat
application. For most tubs and showers 2 oz. will provide a single coating over 6 square feet. With proper care and a 2-
coat application, the SolidStepCote treated tub should last for 3-5 years before needing reapplication.


